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This week saw my husband and me traveling to Chicago for a wedding. The wedding was special for 

several reasons: one, because I had the incredible mitzvah of introducing the bride and groom to 

one another; two, because the parents of the bride were college kids whom we were close with back 

in the days when we lived in Buffalo Grove, a popular Jewish Chicago suburb; and finally because we 

have many friends and acquaintances from our Chicagoland days and it’s always such fun to see 

everyone.  

 

There were so many highlights of the trip. I travel a lot, usually solo, and it’s always a treat to get to 

travel with my husband (who got the honor of serving as witness in the wedding ceremony). We got 

to stay at the home of my friend, who was also a college kid back in the BG days,and talking with her 

is like literally going back in time to her single days when she’d come to our home for Shabbat and 

we’d talk and talk and laugh till the wee hours of the morning, her lamenting all her bad dates and 

me offering friendship and encouragement.  

  

But here’s the biggest highlight of them all.  

  

Like Clevelanders, many Chicagoans stay in — or come back to — their hometown to live and raise 

families. Which means that coming back to Chicago is like stepping into a time warp where all the 

characters are 25 years older but the intervening quarter century just vanishes in a puff of smoke.  

  

Those college kids are now marrying off their own kids. My single friend lamenting her frustrating 

dating life now has a beautiful family filling up her kitchen table with homework, dinner, banter, and 

laughter. Her parents, who were trying to figure out what happened to their daughter in Israel and 

why she was so into her Judaism all of a sudden, are now kvelling over their beautiful grandchildren 

and babysitting for them during the wedding.  

  

It’s just this perspective that is so very necessary every once in a while, to be able to see the forest 

instead of getting lost in the trees. Those young and searching college kids, now confidently raising 

strongly identified and committed Jewish kids, credit us with being important influences in their 

journey, and their gratitude is boundless. But we were just middling through each day, trying to do 

what we do, hosting Shabbat, teaching classes, answering phone calls, having conversations on the 

couch. And all those small touches added up to something great.  

  

Those of us in education need this, this occasional hug from God, this reminder of why we do what 

we do. We lift up our eyes from the trees in which we occasionally feel lost and suddenly we glimpse 

a vast and magnificent forest. We see that big picture, 25 years in a flash, and we know, we know 

why we do this. And thus we keep on keeping on, helping, teaching, hosting, teaching, inviting, 

uniting, praying we are making a difference. There is no greater joy.  

 


